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several steps of the design procedure involve an extensive trial and
error process, without guarantee of success (example 5.3 in [3]).
Recently, several techniques that exploit the concept of maximally
invariant sets to obtain static [4-61 and dynamic [7-91 linear feedback
controllers have been proposed. These controllers are particularly
attractive due to their simplicity. However, it is clear that only a
fraction of the feasible constrained problems admit a linear solution.
Furthermore, performance considerations usually require the control
vector to be on a constraint boundary and this clearly necessitates a
non-linear controller capable of saturating.

Abstract
Recent advances in computer technology have spurred new interest
in the use of feedback controllers based upon the use of on-line
optimization. Still, the use of computers in the feedback loop has been
hampered by the limited amount of time available for computations. In
this paper we propose a feedback controller based upon the use of online optimization in the feedback loop. We present theoretical results
showing that this controller yields asymptotically stable systems,
provided that enough computation power is available to solve online a constrained optimization problem considerably simpler than
the original. By making use of the special structure of timeoptimal
systems, the constrained optimization problem is further simplified,
resulting in a substantial reduction of its dimensionality.

Finally, in the last few years, there has been a renewed interest
in the use of feedback controllers based upon the use of on-line
minimization. Although this idea was initially proposed as far back as
1964 [lo], its implementation has become possible only during the last
few years, when the advances in computer technology made feasible
the solution of realistically sized optimization problems in the limited
time available. In [ll-121 we presented a theoretical framework to
analyze the effects of using on-line optimization and we proposed a
controller guaranteed to yield asymptotically stable systems.

I. Introduction.

However, although these theoretical results represent a substantial
advance over some previously used “ad-hoc” techniques, in some cases
they are overly conservative, requiring the on-line solution of a large
optimization problem. Since in most sampled control systems the
amount of time available between samples is very limited, this may
preclude the use of the proposed controller in many applications.

A substantial number of control problems can be summarized as
the problem of designing a controller capable of achieving acceptable
performance under design constraints. This statement looks deceptively simple, but even in the case where the system under consideration
is linear time-invariant, the problem is far from solved.
During the last decade, substantial progress has been achieved
in the design of linear controllers. By using a parametrization of all
internally stabilizing linear controllers in terms of a stable transfer
matrix Q, the problem of finding the “best” linear controller can
be formulated as an optimization problem over the set of suitable Q
[l]. In this formulation, additional specifications can be imposed by
further constraining the problem. However, although these methods
are effective in dealing with frequency-domain constraints, they can
address time-domain constraints only in an extremely conservative
fashion. Hence, if the constraints are tight this approach may fail to
find a solution, even if the problem is feasible
Classically, control engineers have dealt with timedomain constraints by allowing inputs to saturate, and by using “gain” scheduling” and dual mode controllers (where high gain feedback is used
far from the constraints and low gain feedback is used when approaching a constraint boundary). Latter, with the appearance of
the Linear Quadratic formalism, constraints have been embedded in
the performance index by adjusting the penalty weights. Although
these methods are relatively simple to use, they have several serious
shortcomings, perhaps the most important being their inability to
handle constraints in a general way. Hence, they require “ad-hoc”
tuning of several parameters making extensive use of simulations.
Alternatively, the problem can be stated as an optimization
problem [2]. Then,-mathematical programming techniques can be used
to find a solution. However in most cases the control law generated
is an open-loop control that has to be recalculated entirely, with a
considerable computational effort, if the system is disturbed.

In this paper we present a suboptimal feedback controller for the
minimum-time control of discrete time constrained systems. Following
the approach presented in [12], this controller is based upon the
solution, during the sampling interval, of a sequence of optimization
problems. We will show that by making use of the special structure of
timeoptimal systems the proposed algorithm results in a significant
reduction of the dimensionality of the optimization problem that
must be solved on-line, hence allowing for the implementation of the
controller for realistically sized problems.
The paper is organized as follows: In section I1 we present a formal
definition to our problem. In section I11 we introduce several concepts
and we review briefly the theoretical framework presented in [12]. Here
we present a realistic example illustrating dimensionality problems.
In section IV we present the proposed feedback controller and the
supporting theoretical results. Finally, in section V, we summarize
our results and we indicate directions for future research.

11. S t a t e m e n t of t h e problem.

In this paper we consider linear, time invariakt, controllable
discrete time systems modeled by the difference equation:
&+I

(SI

with initial condition L,and the constraints
l k

Because of the difficulties with the optimal control approach,
other design techniques, based upon using a Lyapunov function to
design a stabilizing controller, have been suggested [3]. However,
these techniques tend to be unnecessarily conservative. Moreover,
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inequalities (C) should be interpreted in a component by component
sense. Furthermore, we will assume as usual that A-' exists. The
objective is t o find a sequence of admissible feedback controls, u k h ] ,
that minimizes the transit time to the origin. Thus the problem has
the form of the following constrained optimization problem:
min N

2a-i

subject to:

-zk+l

= A a -k B&

(PI

2, E E v k, ZpJ = 0

Throughout this paper we will assume that problem (P)is well posed
in the sense of having a solution for any initial condition z
, E E.

Proof: The theorem corresponds to a special case of Theorem 1
in [12],with L k ( a , & ) E 1.
It follows that problem (P) can be solved by using the sampling
interval to solve a sequence of optimization problems of the form (2)
until a number m and a trajectory zk such that z
, E 0 are obtained.
However this approach presents the difficulty that the asymptotic
stability of the resulting closed loop system can not be guaranteed
when there is not enough time to reach the region 0. This difficulty can
be solved by imposing an additional constraint, which does not affect
feasibility, upon (P). To show this, we first introduce a constraintinduced norm in the set 0. We then show that there exists at least one
admissible control sequence such that this norm defines a Lyapunov
function for the system, hence guaranteeing asymptotic stability. This
result will be applied to generate a stabilizing controller.
L e m m a 1: Let:

111. Definitions a n d Background Theoretical Results.
In order to analyze the proposed controller we need to introduce
some definitions and background theoretical results. We begin by
introducing some definitions that deal with the controllability aspects
of the problem and in particular, with the effect of quantizing the
control space.

where

r = diag(71 ...yp). Then 11.1(~ is a norm in R".

P r o o E The proof follows by noting that since G has full column
rank, Ilr-lGg(l, = 0 iff = 0. The additional properties of norms
follow immediately from the definition.

3.1 Definitions

T h e o r e m 2: Consider problem (P)and assume that the following
condition holds:

Def. 1: The Null Controllable domain of (S) is the set of
all points 2 E Q
Rn that can be steered to the origin by
applying a sequence of admissible controls & E
C R", such
that a E 4 , k = 0 , l . ... The Null Controllable domain of (S) will
be denoted as C,. The Null Controllable domain in j or fewer
steps will be denoted as C,& C,.

Def. 2: Consider a closed set R
R. of R is defined as the set

min{llAz+
%En

B ~ l l<~1 l

V

1kIlg 5 1

Then, there exists an admissible control sequence U =

(4)

{s,.. .},

gk E R such that:
lkk+lIlG

R". A (uniform) quantization

{g E R:u., - n,./s} where U ; is
the ith coordinate of 2,n; is integer and s is a scaling factor. The
quantity l/s will be called the norm of the quantization.

< (IZkllG, k = o ? l . . . v z k E E - o

(5)

Proof: satisfies the constraint qualification conditions of [12].
Therefore the theorem reduces to a special case of Theorem 2
therein.

Def. 3: Let 0 be a convex open set containing the origin and
such that for all the optimal trajectories starting out in 0, the
constraints (C) are not effective, and let J&)
be the optimal
cost-t-o
from the state +. A function g: R"
R such that:

Corollary: Consider the problem (PI)defined as:

-

min N
YEn

0 5 g ( z ) 5 Jo(z) v z E E
g ( 4 ) = J&) v 4 E 0
will be called an underestimate relative to the set 0.

subject to:

3.2 Background Theoretical Results

In this section we establish the background theoretical framework
required t o support the proposed controller. We begin by showing that
problem (P) can be ezactly solved by solving a sequence of suitable
approximations.

If (4) holds, then

3.3 Model Algorithm (Algorithm M)

Theorem 1: Let 0 be the set introduced in Def. 3 and let

zz@ be the (unconstrained) optimal trajectory corresponding
to the initial condition f E 0. Finally let g ( z ) : R " + R be an
underestimate relative to 0. Consider the following optimization
problems:
f

N

(PI)is feasible.

\

Consider now the following control algorithm applied to (PI):
Begin:

zk be the current state of the system, k the current time
instant and T the sampling interval. Then:

1 ) Let

i) If zkE 0 the solution coincides with that of the unconstrained
problem.

subject to (P), with gk E R c Rm and where U = {&,gl ,...}.
Then an optimal trajectory, &,k = 1,2...m which solves ( 2 ) ,
extended by defining +$ = +$(&),k
= m 1.. .N , is also a
solution of (1) provided that
E 0.

+
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ii) If zk $ 0, solve a sequence of optimization problems of the
form ( 2 ) , with the additional constraint ( 5 ) , until a number m
such that a, E 0 is found. Use as next control law, the first
element of the control sequence corresponding to this solution.

iii) If there is no more computation time available for searching
and the region 0 has not been reached, use the minimum
partial cost trajectory that has been found.

3.4 A Realistic Problem.

Consider the minimum time control of an F-100 jet engine. The
system at sea level static and PLA = 83O can be represented by:

2) Repeat step 1 until the origin is reached.

End.

From Theorem 2 and its Corollary it follows that the application
of algorithm M to problem (P') yields a control law such that I l Z k l l G is
monotonically decreasing in Q -0. Hence the system is guaranteed to
reach the region 0. But, since the solution to (P)is exactly known in
this region, it follows that the cost-to-go, g(g), is a Lyapunov function
for the system in 0. Thus the closed-loop system resulting from the
application of the feedback control law gk = M ( g k )is asymptotically
stable. This result is summarized in the next theorem:

A=

0.8907
0.0237
0.0233

[o.o

-0.0979

0.0474
0.9022
-0.0149
0.0
0.3532

-0.0980
-0.0202
0.8167
0.0
0.3662

0.2616
0.1057
0.2255
0.7788
0.6489

0.0213

-0.3704

0.0527

-3.9068

0.0689
0.0311
0.0295
0.0
0.0295

( 7)

T h e o r e m 3: [12] The closed loop system resulting from the application of algorithm M to problem (PI) is asymptotically stable,
provided that there is enough computational power available to
solve a problem of the form (2) with m = 1 during the sampling
interval.

-

The sampling time for this system is 25 msec. In this case,
condition (6) yields lo3 points for the quantization R,, which is
clearly impractical.

Note that algorithm M is a "conceptual" algorithm, in the sense
that it can not be implemented until a finite procedure to perform the
optimization required by step 1-ii is specified. In our previous work
[ll-121 we solved this optimization problem by partitioning the control
space R into a finite set R,. The attainable domain from the initial
condition, using controls in R., can be represented now as a tree with
each node corresponding to one of the attainable states. Hence the
original optimal control problem is recast as a tree search, with the
approximation resulting from the control quantization. The resulting
tree can be scanned efficiently for minimum cost paths using heuristic
search techniques, based upon an underestimate of the cost-to-go [13].

IV. Proposed Control Algorithm

In the remainder of this section, we summarize, for completeness,
the features of the algorithm (see (121 for a complete description)
and we illustrate, through the use of a realistic example, potential
difficulties with this approach. We begin by showing that if (P) is
feasible, then (PI) is also feasible, even when the controls are restricted
to an appropriate quantization R. of R.

As we illustrated with the example of the last section, even though
the assumptions of Theorem 4 are not very restrictive, selecting the
size of the quantization from (6) may result in an extremely large
number of possible control actions to be considered. In this section we
indicate how the special structure of timeoptimal systems can be used
to eliminate most of these candidate control actions. Specifically, we
use a modification of the Discrete Time Minimum Principle to show
that the points that satisfy a necessary condition for optimality are
the corners of a subset of R. Hence, only these points need to be
considered by the optimization algorithm.
4.1 T h e Modified Discrete T i m e M i n i m u m Principle.

T h e o r e m 4: [ll] Assume that the system (S) satisfies the
condition (4). Let:

T h e o r e m 5: Consider the problem (P") defined as:

subject to:

where L& denotes the boundary of cj. Finally, let so = min { s E k].
Then the constraint (5) can be satisfied for all E E - 0 with y
restricted to any quantization R, of R with s 2 so

where cj and R are the compact, convex polyhedrons defined in
(C), and where S is Frechet differentiable. Define

Remark: Note that condition (4) guarantees that S # 0. Moreover, S is closed, bounded below. Hence so is well defined.
Let the cwstates +k be defined by the difference equation:
From Theorem 4 it follows that (P') can be solved by using
quantized controls in the region cj - 0 and switching to non-quantized
controls inside 0. However, selecting the norm of the partition to
satisfy equation (6) may prove overly conservative leading to a very
large tree. This phenomenon is illustrated in the following example:

+i = + i + i F k + 1
Finally, define the Hamiltonian as:

Then, a necessary condition for optimality is:
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4.2 Using the Modified Discrete M i n i m u m Principle.

where
% ( Z k , k ) = {!4E R:lkk+lllG 5 (1 - c ) l l z k l l G l
(15)
where 0 is some neighborhood of 2 and where c > 0 is chosen such
that RI is not empty.

Proofi From Theorem 2 it follows that there exist 6 > 0 such that
01

is not empty. From the definition of

R1

it follows that for any

% E Rl(gk,12) there exist a neighborhood 0 C RI, not necessarily
open, where (10) holds. Hence, if g k E E , &+I
= f(gk,xk)E

In this section we indicate how to use the results of Theorem
5 to generate a set of points that satisfy the necessary conditions
for optimality. In principle, we could apply the discrete minimum
principle to problem (P') by taking S ( Z N ) = Ik~llqand solving a
sequence of problems, with increasing N, until a trajectory z* and a
number No such that & = 0 are found. However note that Theorem
5 does not add any information to the problem since:

G VskE 0. We complete the proof using induction:

a:) Let
denote a non-optimal feasible trajectory obtained by
employing the non-optimal control law &N-l at stage k =
N - 1. Consider a neighborhood 0 R of sj;-lsuch that the
state constraints are satisfied for all the trajectories generated
employing controls in 0. For any such trajectory 2,&we have:

Consider now the special case of problem (P") where S ( ~ N=)

s(&) 5 s ( z N )

(16)

$llgN1l;(with fixed terminal time N). Let n be the dimension of the

system (S) and assume that the initial condition
is such that the
origin can not be reached in N stages. Then, it follows from (12) that:

or
S@N)

It follows that $ ~ k= 0 Vk, and hence the optimal trajectory corresponds
to a "singular arc". Therefore, nothing can be inferred a priori about
the controls. In order to be able to use the special structure of the
problem, we would like the co-states, $, to be non-zero.

-Skk) 2 0

(17)

Hence:
It follows (since A was assumed regular) that $; # 0 Vk. Furthermore,
since (S) is controllable, C, has dimension n [ll]. It follows that, by
taking N large enough will have g, E C., Hence and approximate
solution to (I")can be found by solving (P") for N such that Z N E C,
and by using Linear Programming to find the optimal trajectory from
-Z, to the origin. This idea is the basis of the proposed algorithm.
T h e o r e m 6 : The optimal control sequence U = {& ...EL-,}
that solves problem (P") for the case of linear time invariant dynamics and linear inequality constraints, is always in the boundary
of the set RI. Further, the control sequence can always be selected
to be a comer point of such set.

b:) Consider a neighborhood 0 C R of 14; such that all the
trajectories obtained by replacing 2; by any other control in
0 satisfy the constraints and assume that (14) does not hold
for some k < N - 1. Then, there exists at least one trajectory
&,& such that:

< H(d>d?$z)

(20)

> $ f ( f ( & ? % k ) - f(&,.d))= $fA&+l

(21)

H(g;,&k>$;)

Proof: Since the constraints are linear and $; # 0, it follows that
the control g; that solves (14) belongs to the boundary of the set
Rl(+k,k). Further, except in the case of degeneracies, the control
t~; must be a corner point of the set. In the case of degeneracies,
all the points of the boundary parallel to the co-state yield the
same value of the Hamiltonian and therefore the optimal control
uk can be selected to be a corner of 0 1 .

Therefore:

Hence:
H ( z k + l ,$+I

> ?-$+I)

- H(&+i

>$+I

7

$;+I)

4.3 Algorithm

=

H M ~ .

In this section we apply the results of Theorem 6 to obtain a
suboptimal stabilizing feedback control law. From Theorem 6 it follows
that problem (P") can be solved by using the following algorithm, a
modification of the Heuristically Enhanced Control idea proposed in
[ 1 1-1 21:
Algorithm H M P (Heuristically Enhanced Control using the minimum principle)
Begin.
1) Determine t for equation (15). Note that since the constraints are
assumed to be linear, the maximum value of c can be determined
off-line using Linear Programming. Let 0 = C1, null controllability region in 1 step, and determine an underestimate g(.) relative
to 0.

From (24) it follows that

2) Let
against the hypothesis that S(+k) was a local minimum o

be the current state of the system:

2.1) IfZ, E C, null controllability region in n steps, solve problem
( P ) exactly using Linear Programming.

.
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2.2)

found by finding points in the region ck and taking c,k as their convex
hull. Once a subestimate of ck is available, an estimate a(&) of the
cost-to-go can be found by finding the largest k such that 2 E C#k and
2 $ C a k - 1 . Note that this estimate i s not an underestimate in the sense
zl, E C a k and therefore
of Def. 4. Since c s k c ck then zk E c k
i j ( & k ) is not necessarily 5 k. Thus, Theorem 1 that guarantees that
once the set 0 has been reached the true optimal trajectory has been
found is no longer valid. Nevertheless, we expect that if enough points
of each region are considered so that the subestimates are close to the
true Null Controllability regions, then the control law generated by
algorithm H M P should be close to the true optimal control. This idea
is illustrated in the following section.

If 3 # C , generate a tree by considering all possible trajectories starting at zk with controls that lie in the corners of
the polytope O l ( g k , k ) . Search the tree for a minimum cost
trajectory to the origin, using heuristic search algorithms and
g(.) as heuristics.

+

2.3) If there is no more computation time available for searching and
the region 0 has not been reached, use the minimum partial cost
trajectory that has been found.
3) Repeat step 2 until the region the origin is reached.

End.

4.5 Application to t h e Realistic Example.

Remark: Note that by solving problem (P") instead of (P) we are
relinquishing optimality, since the trajectory that brings the system
closer t o C, is not necessarily the trajectory that will yield minimum
transit time to the origin. However, for any "reasonable" problem,
we would expect both trajectories to be close in the sense of yielding
approximately equal transit times (in the next section we will provide
an example where this expectation is met).

In this section we will argue the soundness of the approximation
introduced in the last section by comparing the results of applying
algorithm H M P , with the heuristic resulting from the use of subestimates of the controllability regions, against the true optimal controller
for the problem of section 111.
Optimol Controller

70

I

I

/:"E

Tlme (seconds)

Suboptimal Controller

Fig 1. Using the Discrete Minimum Principle to Limit the Search

1

4.4 T h e Heuristic for Algorithm H M ~ .

In order to complete the description of algorithm H M P we need
to provide a suitable underestimate g(g). In principle, an estimate of
the number of stages necessary to reach the origin can be found based
upon the singular value decomposition of the matrices A and B , using
the same technique that we used in (121. However, in many cases
of practical interest such as the F-100 jet engine of section 3.4, the
limitation in the problem is essentially given by the state constraints
(i.e. the control authority is large). In this situation, this estimate
yields an unrealistically low value for the transit time, resulting in
poor performance.

..... yz
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.70

.BO
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The performance of the algorithm can be improved substantially
by considering an heuristic based upon experimental results. Recall
that optimality depends on having, at each time interval, an underestimate g(a;) of the cost-to-go. Consider now the Null Controllability
regions (ck). It is clear that if they can be found and stored, the
true transit time to the origin is known. If the regions are not known
C; is available, a suitable
but a supraestimate Ci such that ck
underestimate g ( a ) , can be obtained by finding the largest k such that
-2 E Ci and 4 $ Ci-l. However, in general these supraestimates are
difficult to find and characterize [ll]. Hence, it is desirable to use
a different heuristic, which does not require the use of these regions.
From the convexity of O and B it follows that the regions ck are
convex. Therefore, a subestimate C#k such that Csk g ck can be

Fig. 2. Optimal Control vs. Algorithm H M P
for the Example of Section 3.4
Figure 2 shows a comparison between the trajectories for the
optimal control law and algorithm H M P . In this particular case, the
optimal control law was computed off-line by solving a sequence of
linear programming problems, while algorithm H l ~ pwas limited to
computation time compatible with an on-line implementation. The
value of c was set to 0.01 (using linear programming it was determined
that the maximum value of e compatible with the constraints is 0.025),
and each of the regions Cskwas found as the convex hull of 32 points,
using optimal trajectories generated off-line. Note that in spite of
being limited to running time roughly two orders of magnitude smaller
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than the computation time used off-line to find the true optimal
~
a solution that takes only
control solution, algorithm H M generates
25% more time to get to the origin (25 vs. 31 stages).

We believe that the algorithm presented in this paper shows great
promise, especially for cases where the dimension of the system is
not small. Note however, that the algorithm requires the real time
solution of two non-trivial computational geometry problems in R”:
determining the inclusion of a point in a convex hull and finding all the
vertices of a polytope. Recent work on trainable non-linear classifiers
such as artificial neural nets and decision trees may prove valuable in
solving the first problem.

’4;

60

50

the approximation of the first part, presents very good performance
when compared to the true optimal solution found using an off-line
procedure.

,:’

..

”

..... y2

Fig. 3. Algorithm H M with
~ perfect information

Perhaps the most serious limitation to the theory in its present
form arises from the implicit assumption that the model of the
system is perfectly known. Since most realistic problems involve some
degree of uncertainty, clearly this assumption limits the domain of
application of the proposed controller. We are currently working on a
technique, patterned along the lines of the Norm Based Robust Control
framework introduced by Sznaier [6], to guarantee robustness margins
for the resulting closed-loop system. A future paper is planned to
report these results.
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